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Serra, Now More than Ever!
U.S. Serrans gather for first Rally event since 2020
by Richard Arians, President,
Serra’s US Council

I

t was a coming together in one mission to be inspired, to learn, to
share, and to see again old friends,
and meet new ones. Serrans are ever
rooted in prayer and seeking ways to
build a Catholic Church for the future
that will bring new generations of people
to salvation through Jesus Christ. That
was the 2022 Rally in Dallas/Fort Worth.
Today, one does not have to go far to see
the Catholic Church being attacked, criticized, and even blamed for many of the
weaknesses and sins of society and the
world. Yet, coming together in one mission to hear lay leaders from Word on
Fire and FOCUS talk of their conversion
and their evangelism ministry, makes a
prayerful heart proud to carry the Cross,
proud to be Catholic, and proud to be a
Serran. That was the 2022 Rally in Dallas/Fort Worth.
We hear of the sexual abuse scandals that
shake our own faith, make us cynical, and
divide us. But when vocations directors
speak of the newfound direction given to
those discerning a religious life, we begin

to gain strength in hope. When we hear
of the careful and meticulous way our
seminaries are again teaching Catholic
doctrine while rubbing out the dissent
from within, you gain even more hope for
our future and more confidence that our
future priests, nuns, and brothers will be
faithful to the teachings of Christ. That
was the 2022 Rally in Dallas/Fort Worth.
When we talk with no less than three
bishops, hear their message that speaks to
our concerns and fears, all while having
the same consistent message founded in
faith, we see the spiritual strength of our
Church. We can then clearly see why the
Catholic Church, for over 2,000 years, has
been and continues to be the single most
powerful and consistent force on Earth
against evil. You then realize why the
devil hates us so. That was the 2022 Rally
in Dallas/Fort Worth.
After the Rally, I so much wished every
Serran could have been there to inspire
each other with their presence and word.
We appreciate the sacrifice of time and
treasure it takes to be there, to open one’s
heart to be inspired, to be encouraged, to
catch the fire of our mission. The Serran
mission of supporting our religious, en-

couraging a culture of vocations, and recognizing our personal call to Holiness, is
a vitally important one and one that can
be nurtured by these events. Serra, since
its founding, has never wavered from that
mission. That was the 2022 Rally in Dallas/Fort Worth.
The Serra Rally will be back in
Dallas/Fort Worth for one more year on
January 12-14, 2023. Seven Serra clubs
around Dallas/Fort Worth have worked
for over two years to make this event one
that will highlight our mission and make
Serrans proud. Texans are a very welcoming group and their preparation and attention to detail have shown that. So, I ask
all Serrans to prayerfully consider coming
to Dallas/Fort Worth in January 2023,
and to have each Serra club send at least
one representative to witness, to be overcome by inspiration, and bring that inspiration back to their club.
What will next year’s Serra Rally be all
about? Engagement, Inspiration, Hope,
Joy, and most important, Love! Love for
our Faith, our Church, our mission, and
each other.
God Bless! %
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SERRA RALLY 2022
Photos by Wayne Mikols

Most Rev. Thomas A. Daly, Bishop of Spokane and Episcopal Adviser for Serra’s US Council, cele
brated Mass at the Westin Irving Convention Center on Jan. 13, 2022.

Fr. Luke Ballman, Executive Director of the USCCB’s Committee for
Clergy, Consecrated Life and Vocations, led a Holy Hour for Vocations
at the Serra Rally on Jan. 15, 2022. He is seen here processing the
Blessed Sacrament to the Adoration Chapel where it would remain
for the whole event.
Serra International President Michael Bragg presents gifts to Serra Rally organizers JoAnn Bre
sowar and Sam Polak.
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In 2022, 12 Face of Serra Awards were given to past and pres
ent US district governors who have shown outstanding service
to their districts. ABOVE: Ernie Doclar of the Serra Club of Uni
versity of Dallas (LEFT, with Serra’s US Council President
Richard Arians and South Central Regional Director JoAnn Bre
sowar) and Don Simoneaux of the Serra Club of North Central
Dallas (RIGHT) were two local recipients of the award. Both
men have been instrumental over the years in guiding the US
Council’s communications eﬀorts at the national level.
LEFT: Most Rev. Edward J. Burns, Bishop of Dallas, celebrated
the closing Mass of the Rally.
BELOW LEFT: A firstclass relic of our patron, St. Junípero Serra,
was present on the altar during every Mass. Passed down from
Serra International president to president, it currently accom
panies President Bragg on his Serra travels.
BELOW RIGHT: President Arians awards PastPresident Judy
Cozzens with the 2021 President's Special Recognition Award
for Outstanding Service.
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LEFT: Serra’s US Council Vocations Vice President Dr. Anne Roat speaks from the podium about the
ongoing and exciting expansion of the SPARK initiative. ABOVE: Msgr. Henry Petter, Sr. Mary Paul
Haase, HFM, and Fr. Thomas Cloherty formed a local vocations panel.

LEFT: Serra’s US Council Secretary Cocot Ratuiste and her husband, Pacific North
west Regional Director Morie Ratuiste, visit Serra collaborator Vianney Vocations’
exhibit table, run by Genevieve Harmon. ABOVE: Serra Administrative Assistant
Giovana Rodriguez Garcia greets Rally attendees at the registration table.

RIGHT: Musicians at St. Francis of
Assisi Church in Grapevine, TX, are
ready to provide a beautiful liturgi
cal experience for Serrans attending
Mass there.

Watch videos of Rally 2022’s
wonderful speakers at:
serraus.org/serra‐rally‐2022‐media
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Most Rev. Michael Olson celebrated Mass at St. Francis of Assisi
Church in Grapevine, TX, during the Serra Rally.

Discerning and Fostering the Authentic Vocation
Keynote Address by Most Rev. Michael Olson, Bishop of Fort Worth, Texas, USA
Serra Rally - Jan. 14, 2022

A

t the time Pope Francis appointed me to be the Bishop
of Fort Worth just over eight
years ago, I was 47 years old, having spent
24 years—over half of my life—in some
way as a seminarian or priest involved
with priestly formation and vocations: my
time in high school seminary at Quigley
North in Chicago; two years as a college
seminarian for Chicago; three years as a
Basselin scholar at Theological College in
Washington, D.C.; five years as a seminarian for the Diocese of Fort Worth at
Saint Mary’s Seminary in Houston; and
seven years after priestly ordination further studies for the Diocese of Fort
Worth; five more years as a priest formation adviser at Saint Mary’s in Houston;
and finally, five and one half years as the
Rector of Holy Trinity Seminary here in
Irving in the Diocese of Dallas. I was ordained a priest of the Diocese of Fort

Worth in 1994, but spent five of those
years serving as a priest in the Diocese of
Fort Worth. It took 20 years and an act of
the Apostolic See to get me an assignment in my home diocese—but such is
the work and wonder of Divine Providence.
Throughout all those years, I have come
to know and to collaborate firsthand with
Serra and to witness to the great work
that you do in fostering vocations by
making people aware of vocations and by
inviting young men and women to discern the profound possibility that Christ
is intervening in their lives by calling
them to leave father and mother behind,
to lay down their lives, and to follow Him.
Thank you.
When I was invited to address you as
members of Serra, my mind kept going
back to a prayer card that was provided

to me and to other seminarians at Saint
Mary’s Seminary in Houston, Texas, in
1989. The prayer on the card invoked the
call of Samuel by God and as discerned
by Samuel with the assistance and encouragement of Eli to answer the Lord
with the words, “Speak, O Lord, your servant is listening.” My reflection on this
section of Scripture from the First Book
of Samuel intensified as I prepared for my
homily for Mass this evening recognizing
that this week the Lectionary offers the
Church readings from the First Book of
Samuel.
So, I went back to the Lectionary selection from the First Book of Samuel that
speaks of Samuel’s call from God and reflected and prayed with it. The Lectionary
records that the story of the call of Samuel
is recorded in Chapter 3:3b-10, 19. It tells
Continued on next page
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the story about the prophet Samuel as a
youth. When he was a baby, Samuel was
dedicated to God by his mother, and was
entrusted to Eli, a priest of the Temple at
the Sanctuary of Shiloh. Three times one
night the young man Samuel was awakened from sleep by a voice calling to him.
He took the voice to be that of Eli, but
after the third awakening, Eli realized that
the Lord was calling Samuel and that the
Lord had special plans for Samuel. So, Eli
instructed Samuel that the next time he
heard the voice he should respond by saying: Speak, Lord, for your servant is listening.

%
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sage do not want to hear the message that
the Lord has for them, the message that
they need to hear to save them. The message requires them to accept their need
for a radical change of heart and to persevere through the destruction of a complacent and unjust way of life for the sake
of deliverance from their enemies. Jeremiah knows that the message that the
Lord has for His chosen people is vastly
different from the message delivered by
the official prophets of the royal court of
I think that this is unfortunate in some
his time who have been bought and sold
ways, because a real vocation is always into tell the Lord’s chosen people
not what God desires for them
but what the elite and powerful
As I continued my reflection on An authentic vocation requires sacrifice from
want them to hear. Jeremiah
the reading, I noticed that we everyone: the person answering the call and
will have to speak some hard
are not told in this reading from the person assisting in the discernment of a
truths to them, something they
the Lectionary what exactly the
vocation to be authentic and of God.
will not want to hear, and he
Lord said to Samuel. The readwill have to speak these truths
ing ends simply by describing
well, with clarity, with integrity,
Samuel’s willingness to listen. The Lecvolved with the proclamation of the
and in fidelity to the Lord. An authentic
tionary concludes the reading by saying
whole Truth, even the uncomfortable asvocation from God always requires us to
that Samuel listened to God well, for his
pects of the Truth that call us to repensacrifice the easy route.
words were effective.
tance and conversion that are very much
a part of answering a vocation from the
The prophetic ministry of Serra is to keep
There is an old joke among priests, deaLord. An authentic vocation requires sacthe integrity of a vocation and its true discons, and seminarians that after Vatican
rifice from everyone: the person answercernment of priesthood or religious life
II when the Lectionary was being coming the call and the person assisting in the
from devolving into the initiation into a
piled and published, that whoever comdiscernment of a vocation to be authentic
club or elite society. Members of Serra
piled the readings from Scripture into the
and of God. The full story of the call of
have experienced in the painful and tryLectionary certainly never had to preach
Samuel makes it clear that the call is neiing times of their own lives the authentic
from it. That was somewhat of the feeling
ther about Samuel nor is the call about
ministry of priests as shepherds who are
I had when preparing for this talk.
Eli. The call is about the Lord and His
neither hirelings nor wolves. Members of
mission to save and to redeem Israel and
Serra more clearly see with gratitude the
I noticed that in this reading from Chapeventually the entire world and His gragift of priesthood and the gifts of priests
ter 3 of the First Book of Samuel that the
cious and loving inclusion of Eli and
as ordained in the image and likeness of
Lectionary reading begins with the secSamuel in that eternal mission.
Christ the Head and Shepherd of the
ond part of the third verse and ends with
Church ,precisely when the priest is living
verse 19 but omits verses 11 through 18.
We see this authentic fear of a vocation
not for himself but for Christ. The
I kept noticing this omission when rethroughout the Sacred Scriptures and salprophetic ministry of Serra is most speviewing the reading, so I finally went to
vation history, especially among the
cially to support, to encourage, and to afthe Bible and looked at those verses.
prophets. Unlike the prophet Isaiah, who
firm the aspirant or seminarian to face
Verses 11 through 18 of this chapter share
says, “Here I am, send me,” the prophet
the immensity of a call from God and not
the very first vision that Samuel receives
Jeremiah expresses reluctance because he
to enable the young aspirant or seminarfrom God after God has called him. In
knows that the people to whom the Lord
ian in avoiding such fear by the denial of
his vision, Samuel learns from God that
is sending him to speak the Lord’s mesthe full truth and through passive indifEli’s sons are about to be severely punthe Serran | Vol. 69 No. 1

ished for their crimes that they have committed against the Temple. Near the end
of these missing verses, we read that
Samuel was afraid to tell Eli the vision. I
am guessing these verses were not included in the reading from the Lectionary
because when we hear the vision, the fear
Samuel feels about the message seems to
overshadow the sense of call and vocation
that characterize the first half of the reading.

ference to the Grace offered by God to
walk through the fear with the virtue of
fortitude. The interaction that seminarians, priests, and bishops have with Serrans is a grace from God by which we are
reminded that our vocation is an awesome gift and with the reality that it is a
fearful thing to enter the presence of
Almighty God and to listen and to speak
with Him, but the Grace that God offers
us in this reality is the gift of fortitude.

sacraments of Matrimony and Holy Orders are the ordinary means instituted by
Christ by which God saves us from indifference and fear and their bitter fruit of
isolation.
Indifference and fear prevent many
young people from following through on
hearing the call, confidently answering
the call, and courageously persevering
through the answer to the call from God.
In a more particular way, some men and
women run from marriage because of the
fear of fidelity, the fear of a permanent
commitment, the fear of divorce, and the
fear of the sacrifices needed to raise children. The result is that they avoid marriage altogether or settle for cohabitation

study the lives of cats to discover to what
end curiosity in itself frequently can lead
us.
Furthermore, one cannot discern a call to
priesthood by a simple comparison with
the call to marriage. One cannot discern
a call to marriage by a comparison with
the call to priesthood or religious life.
Such comparisons are abstract and confusing. They take us away from the concrete presence of Jesus and the clear
specificity of His call to each of us. Discernment is an intimate and personal encounter, not an abstract and curious
consideration.

Fear and indifference are two things that
challenge the hearing and the answering
of a vocation from God. Fear and indifference are enemies of the life of Christian service, and they are at the heart of
As in the first chapter of the Gospel of
our many problems of today. The CateJohn (John 1:35-42) where we read that
chism of the Catholic Church
two of the disciples of John the
categorizes the seven sacraBaptist have heard John refer to
ments in three ways: SacraThe interaction that seminarians, priests,
Jesus as “the Lamb of God who
ments of Initiation (Baptism,
and bishops have with Serrans is a grace
takes away the sin of the world.”
Confirmation, and Eucharist),
from God by which we are reminded that They are curious they begin to
Sacraments
of
Healing
trail, not to follow, Jesus. They
our vocation is an awesome gift.
(Penance and Anointing of the
are curious but cautious. This
Sick), and Sacraments in Servcurious pair shadow Jesus who
ice to Communion (Holy Orturns and inquires directly of them: What
ders and Matrimony). The Catechism
indifferent to commitment to each other.
are you looking for? The curiosity that the
teaches that the Sacraments of Holy OrThe result of such a disposition is indiffertwo are experiencing is not enough for
ders and Matrimony “are directed toence to the needs of others, selfishness,
them to arrive at a decision, so Jesus asks
wards the salvation of others; if they
and ultimately isolation—-the very thing
them that very direct question, “What are
contribute as well to personal salvation, it
that is plaguing us the most during this
you looking for?” Jesus’ direct question
is through service to others that they do
pandemic.
spoken to them will put an end to their
so. They confer a particular mission in
Likewise, some men are afraid of the call
curiosity. Either they will decide to anthe Church and serve to build up the Peoto serve God as a Catholic priest—and so
swer the question, or they will become inple of God” (CCC #1534). The Catechism
spend their lives running away from the
different and walk away.
continues, “Through these sacraments
possibility of a priestly vocation because
those already consecrated by Baptism and
There is no third way. The Gospel tells us
they consider it only from a distance and
Confirmation for the common priestthat they respond, “Where are you stayas a curiosity. They consider the priesthood of all the faithful can receive particing?” Or in other translations, “Where
hood apart from the intimate presence of
ular consecrations. Those who receive the
do you abide?” They are looking to be
Christ who leads us in service to Comsacrament of Holy Orders are consewith Him to know Him beyond mere cumunion through obedience and love even
crated in Christ’s name ‘to feed the
riosity about Him. Jesus responds,
to the point of death on a Cross. They are
Church by the word and grace of God.’
“Come and see.” Jesus calls them. They
curious but not invested in the discernOn their part, ‘Christian spouses are foranswer. Andrew, one of the two, tells his
ment. Curiosity in itself does not suffice
tified and, as it were, consecrated for the
brother Simon that they have found the
for discipleship, transformation, or conduties and dignity of their state by a spefiguration; in fact, one does not need to
Continued on next page
cial sacrament.’” (CCC #1535) These two
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Messiah, and brings Simon to
Jesus. Jesus looking at Simon
renames him Peter, signifying
his transformation and configuration for his vocation to confirm his brothers in the faith.

Each of us has been called, and someone
somewhere has helped us to hear that call
when we have shared it with them and has
not permitted us to run from the Truth.

There are several common elements in our two readings from first
Samuel and from the first chapter of the
Gospel of John. In each, there is a call,
and the person called gets help in hearing
the call: Eli helps Samuel, John the Baptist
helps Andrew, Andrew helps Peter. In
each, there is a change in the person
called: Samuel becomes a prophet, Andrew becomes a disciple, Peter becomes
a new person. In each the person called
must decide either to trust God and to
pass through fears or to remain indifferent. No doubt, this pattern is reflected in
so many of our lives and in the lives of our
young adults. Each of us has been called,
and someone somewhere has helped us
to hear that call when we have shared it
with them and has not permitted us to
run from the Truth. For true transformation and configuration to occur, we must
be willing to come and see where the
Lord is and to stay with Him. This support, this encouragement, and this affirmation is of the Truth. It is not just

encouragement or affirmation of the individual aspirant and discerner. This is
the heart of the vocation of Serra.
Each of us has been called; we each have
a vocation through Baptism. Each of us
has been given a specific role in building
God’s Kingdom, and that mission is revealed to us in the circumstances of the
events we face daily, but it is God who
does the revealing through Christ as
recorded in Sacred Scripture and Tradition—not subjective experience in itself.
He speaks to us through the challenges
we face, in the opportunities to reach out
to others, in people who pass through our
lives needing attention, in times we are
called to reach beyond ourselves and our
own private interests and projects and the
problems they bring. When we respond
to God in these concrete events by trusting Him and taking a risk through selflessness and generosity, when we act with
the mercy and charity of Christ to our
neighbor then we too will be transformed

and be saved from our isolation
caused by indifference and aggravated by fear. This is the support, the encouragement, and
the affirmation that Serra is
called to provide in the fostering of vocations.

In conclusion, I remind you of the authentic mission of Serra. First to ask with
Jesus of the inquirer, “If you are isolated,
‘What are you looking for?’.” To ask with
Jesus of the inquirer, “If you are isolated,
‘What is your heart seeking?’.” To ask with
the inquirer of Jesus, “Where are you
staying, Lord?” To answer the question
of Jesus with the isolated inquirer, “We
want to stay with you.”
Jesus does not give a program, a website,
a podcast, or ask for a donation. He gives
Himself present in our neighbor as an answer to our fears and indifference. He
shares that ability to give of ourselves
when he says, “Come and See.” He asks
us to be docile like Him and to be attentive to others that we each might say on
our own accord and in communion with
each other the words of the prophet
Samuel, “Speak, Oh Lord, for your servant is listening.” %

Built by Serrans
for Vocation Directors/Promoters

www.serraspark.org
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A free online vocations promotion toolkit by
Serra’s United States Council in collaboration
with the National Conference of Diocesan Vocation Directors

FROM LEFT: Anne Mangione, Margo Geddie, Tony Mangione, Brigette Larson, Cindy
Bell, Cardinal Marc Ouellet, Father Thomas Casanova, Kurt Metyko and John Liston
during a break from symposium proceedings at the Vatican.

ONCE IN A LIFETIME: Pope Francis meets Serra International Secretary
Margo Geddie.

Towards a Fundamental Theology of the Priesthood
Serran delegation attends Vatican event at Cardinal Ouellet’s invitation
by John Liston, Serra International Executive Director

F

ive cardinals, over 30 bishops, 300 priests, and nearly
200 other theologians from 35+ countries met in the
Vatican from Feb. 17-19, 2022, for a symposium to discuss the biblical, theological, traditional, and practical roles of
the priesthood within the Catholic Church. This event was organized by the Centre for Research and Anthropology of Vocations and consisted of six sessions focused on different elements
of vocations within the Church, including the role of the laity in
the formation and support of vocations. While much of the
event’s content focused on deeply academic concepts, the Holy
Father’s opening remarks, included in this issue of The Serran on
p. 14, encapsulated the spirit of the symposium.
When this meeting was announced in 2021, many Serrans from
around the world realized the importance of this event. We
reached out to His Eminence Marc Cardinal Ouellet, chair of the
symposium and Prefect for the Congregation of Bishop, to discuss how Serra can assist with this critical work. The Cardinal,
who was a keynote speaker at the Serra’s 65th International Convention in Atlanta in 2007, was thrilled and welcomed Serra’s

support. Serra International, in partnership with the Serra International Foundation, sponsored this event financially. Additionally, we are working with the Centre to discuss how Serra can
serve as a conduit for the teachings of the symposium to the
broader Catholic world.
Ten Serrans from Canada, Italy, Switzerland, and the United
States attended this event on behalf of Serra. We are still compiling the dozens of pages of notes taken during the presentation.
These Serrans engaged with members of the Roman Curia and
priests and religious from around the world to discuss how Serra
can better serve the Church on both a global and local level. Serra
International Secretary Margo Geddie met His Holiness Pope
Francis following a general audience.
As part of this journey, the North American contingent of the
Serra delegation met with seminarians studying at the Pontifical
North American College. Serra International President Kurt
Metyko and Serra International Foundation Secretary Cindy Bell
presented a grant from the Foundation to Vice Rector David
Schunk to support the seminary’s fall pastoral workshops. %
the Serran | Vol. 69 No. 1
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July 14 - 17, 2022

TORONT0, ON, CANADA
A global centre for business, finance,
arts and culture, Toronto values its
multicultural population and sense of
community above all else. It consistently rank among the world’s safest
and most livable cities.
Toronto Serrans are ready to welcome you to an
unforgettable convention reminding us of the
global brother- and sisterhood of Serra’s vocations mission. Come to Toronto to experience
joy, fellowship, and renewed vigor for our
unique contribution to the life of our Church!

Join us this summer at Serra’s 79th International Convention in Toronto!

Our Keynote Speakers
His Eminence Thomas Cardinal Collins,
Archbishop of Toronto
Serra International’s beloved and devoted
Episcopal Adviser will once again join us for
the convention as its Honorary Chair. Find
out why Cardinal Collins’ talks are so highly
anticipated at Serra events.

His Eminence Gérald Cyprien Cardinal
Lacroix, Archbishop of Quebec and Primate of Canada
Cardinal Lacroix served as a missionary in
Colombia for nine years. Pope Francis has
appointed him as a member of the Pontifical
Council for Culture and the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue.

WOW! Witnesses of the Word: Serrans Called to Action!
12
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EVERYTHING
YOU NEED
TO KNOW ABOUT
Convention 2022

Nearby Attractions

CONVENTION THEME:
WOW!
Witnesses of the Word:
Serrans Called to Action!
VENUE: Sheraton Centre Hotel
123 Queen Street West, Toronto, Ontario M5H 2M9 Canada
Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel is a downtown
hotel within walking distance of parks, corporate
offices, clubs and world-class steakhouses. Take
the Osgoode subway to CN Tower, a 350-meter
landmark with a revolving restaurant in the
clouds. Our hotel boasts the largest indoor/outdoor pool in the city. The convention rate of $185
CAD per night (before taxes) is available from
July 10-17, 2022.

Catholic Pilgrimage

Niagara Falls

Come early and begin your
convention experience with
peace and spiritual grounding.
Take a coach from our hotel or
fly directly to Montréal for a
pilgrimage tour of holy sites in
Quebec, including NotreDame Basilica of Montréal
above. Begins July 6 and ends
at the Sheraton July 10.

Take a day bus tour on July 11
to experience the awesome
power of nature when you see
Niagara Falls and the surrounding vicinity. You can see
the falls from the US side, too,
but for panoramic vistas there’s
no contest: the Canadian side
has got the US beat, hands
down.

Ripley’s Aquarium

Hockey Hall of Fame

Reserve time during your trip
to visit Ripley’s Aquarium of
Canada, which is sure to delight kids ages 1 to 100. Ripley’s is known for its
immersive underwater exhibits which put you face to
face with some of the ocean’s
most dangerous and beautiful
creatures.

What could be more Canadian
than hockey? At Toronto’s
Hockey Hall of Fame, go oneon-one against life-size, animated versions of today's
greatest goalies and shooters
and view the finest collection
of hockey artifacts from
around the world, including
the Stanley Cup.

EARLY REGISTRATION: $425 USD
The registration fee of $425 USD per attendee
grants you access to all speakers and workshops,
and includes the Welcome Reception on July 14,
lunch on July 15, and the banquet on July 16.
Register securely online at serrainternational.org.

TRAVEL TIMELINE TIPS
July 6-13: Pre-convention tours and day trip
options available. Arrive July 5 for the pilgrimage departing on the 6th. See serrainternational.org for details and to sign up.
Thursday, July 14: Registration opens at 8 a.m.
Cardinal Collins will celebrate Opening Mass at
St. Michael’s Cathedral Basilica at 5:30 p.m.
Saturday, July 16: The convention concludes with
Mass at 5:30 p.m. followed by the banquet.

Information on more attractions will be included in your convention packet.
Sign up for the pilgrimage and Niagara tour when you register online.
the Serran | Vol. 69 No. 1
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ADDRESS OF HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS
INTERNATIONAL THEOLOGICAL SYMPOSIUM
ON THE PRIESTHOOD
Paul VI Audience Hall, 17 February 2022
Dear brothers, good day!
I am grateful to have the opportunity to
share with you this reflection on some
things that the Lord has gradually helped
me to realize over the more than fifty years
of my priesthood. In this grateful remembrance, I wish to include all those priests
who, by their life and witness, showed me
from my earliest years what it means to reflect the face of the Good Shepherd. In
thinking about what to share concerning
the life of the priest today, I concluded that
the best thing is to speak of the witness I
have received from so many priests over
the years. What I now offer is the fruit of
my thoughts about them, and my recognition and appreciation of what it was that
distinguished them and gave them singular strength, joy and hope in their pastoral
mission.
At the same time, I should also speak of
those brother priests whom I have had to
accompany because they had lost the
flame of their first love and their ministry
had become barren, repetitive and almost
meaningless. There are different times and
situations in the life of every priest. I personally have passed through a variety of
times and situations and, in “ruminating”
on the movements of the Spirit, I have
come to realize that in some of those situations, which included moments of trial,
difficulty and desolation, somehow there
always remained a sense of peace in my
life. I realize we can talk and speculate endlessly on the priesthood, but today I want
to share with you this “little album”, so that
today’s priests, wherever they find themselves, can experience the peace and fruitfulness that the Spirit desires to bestow. It
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may be that these reflections are the “swan
song” of my own priestly life, but I can assure you that they are the fruit of my own
experience. I am speaking about what I
have experienced, not any theory.
The times we are living in require us not
only to experience change, but to accept it
in the realization that ours is a time of
epochal change – I have said this many
times. If we had any doubts about this,
Covid has made it amply evident: indeed,
the outbreak of the virus cannot be restricted to a question of medicine and
health care; it is much more than a cold.
We can respond in many different ways to
the challenge of change. The problem is
that while many actions and attitudes can
be helpful and good, not all of them have
the flavour of the Gospel. Here is the crux
of the matter: discerning whether changes
and actions have the flavor of the Gospel
or not. For example, seeking established
ways of doing things, very often anchored
in the past, that “guarantee” a sort of protection from risks, sheltering us in the
world or a society that no longer exists (if
it ever did), as if this determined order
could quell the conflicts that history sets
before us. That is the crisis of going backwards in order to find shelter.
Another attitude might be that of exaggerated optimism – “Everything will be all
right” – moving too far forward without
discernment and without taking necessary
decisions. This optimism ends up ignoring
the pain involved in this transformation
and failing to accept the tensions, complexities and ambiguities of the present
time, “consecrating” the latest novelty as

the ultimate reality and thereby dismissing
the wisdom of the years.
Both are a kind of flight. They are the response of the mercenary who sees the wolf
coming and runs away: either towards the
past or towards the future. Neither can
lead to mature solutions. The concrete reality of the present time is where we must
stay, there in today’s concrete reality.
I prefer the response born of a trusting acceptance of reality, anchored in the wise
and living Tradition of the Church, which
enables us to put out into the deep without
fear. At this moment of history, I feel that
Jesus is once more inviting us to “put out
into the deep” (cf. Lk 5:4) trusting that he
is the Lord of history and that, with his
guidance, we will discern the direction to
take. Our salvation is not “aseptic”, the
product of a laboratory or a disembodied
spiritualism: this is always the temptation
of gnosticism, one that is contemporary,
that is current. Discerning the will of God
means learning to view realities with the
Lord’s own eyes. It means not evading the
realities that our people are experiencing,
or anxiously seeking a quick and quiet exit
provided by the ideology of the moment
or prefabricated answers. Neither of these
is capable of dealing with the more difficult
and even dark moments of our history.
These two paths would lead us to deny
“our history as a Church, which is glorious
precisely because it is a history of sacrifice,
of hopes and daily struggles, of lives spent
in service and fidelity to work” (Evangelii
Gaudium, 96).
These challenges are also affecting the lives
of priests; a symptom of this is the voca-

tions crisis experienced by our communiour vocation to holiness. Quite rightly,
will arise. In these remarks, I will simply
ties in a number of places. Often, however,
Saint John Paul II reminded us that, “the
speak about what I consider decisive for
this is due to the absence within commupriest, like every other member of the
the life of a priest today. Saint Paul tells us
nities of a contagious apostolic zeal, with
Church, ought to grow in the awareness
that, “in Christ, the whole structure is
the result that they lack enthusiasm and atthat he himself is continually in need of
joined together and grows into a holy temtractiveness: communities, for example,
being evangelized” (Pastores Dabo Vobis,
ple in the Lord” (Eph 2:21). Growing in a
that function and are well-organized yet
[25 March 1992], 26). And when you say
well-ordered way means growing in harwithout enthusiasm, where everything is
to some Bishops or priests that they need
mony, and growth in harmony is somein place yet without the fire of the Spirit.
to be evangelized, they don’t understand.
thing only the Holy Spirit can bring about,
Where there is life and fervour, and a deThis happens, this is a tragedy nowadays.
for as Saint Basil says so beautifully, “He
sire to bring Christ to others, genuine vohimself is harmony” (“Ipse harmonia est”)
cations spring up. Even in parishes whose
Each specific vocation must be submitted
[Treatise on the Holy Spirit, No. 38]. Every
priests are not particularly engaged and
to this kind of discernment. Our vocation
structure, to keep standing, needs solid
joyful, the active and fraternal life of the
is before all else a response to the One who
foundations. For this reason, I would like
community can awaken a desire to conseloved us first (cf. 1 Jn 4:19). This is the
to speak of the attitudes that sustain us as
crate one’s life entirely to God
priests. You have heard of these
and to the preaching of the
attitudes already, but I will repeat
Each of us should ask, not if responding to a them once more. I will refer to
Gospel.
vocation is agreeable or not, but whether, in those four pillars of our priestly
This is especially the case if that
life as “four forms of closeness”,
conscience, that vocation brings to light
community prays insistently for
since they imitate God’s own
within us the potential for Love that we
vocations and has the courage to
“style”, which is essentially that of
propose to its young people a
closeness (cf. Deut 4:7). God dereceived on the day of our baptism.
path of special consecration.
fines himself this way to his peoWhen we fall into functionalism
ple: “For what great nation is
or pastoral organization – if this becomes
source of our hope, for even amid crises,
there that has a god so near to it as I am to
the only thing – that does not attract at all.
the Lord never ceases to love us and to call
you?”. God’s style is closeness, a special,
Instead, when the priest or the community
us. Each of us can testify to this: one day
compassionate and tender closeness.
has a Christian baptismal fervor, this atthe Lord found us, where we were and as
These are three words that define the life
tracts new vocations.
we were, in uncertain circumstances or
of a priest, and of a Christian as well, becomplex family situations. I like to re-read
cause they are taken precisely from God’s
The life of a priest is above all the salvation
Ezekiel 16 and at times see myself: the
style: closeness, compassion and tenderhistory of one baptized person. Cardinal
Lord found me there, he found me in that
ness.
Ouellet has spoken of the distinction bestate, and he led me forward. Yet this did
tween the ministerial priesthood and the
not discourage him from using each of us
I have mentioned these in the past, but
baptismal priesthood. At times we forget
to write the history of salvation. So it was
today I would like to discuss them more
about baptism, and the priest then befrom the beginning – we can think of
fully because, more than recipes or theocomes a functionary, and the danger of
Peter, Paul and Matthew, just to name a
ries, priests need concrete tools for exerfunctionalism sets in. We should never
few. Jesus did not choose them because
cising their ministry, their mission and
forget that each particular vocation, inthey were perfect, but because he was contheir daily activity. Saint Paul exhorted
cluding that of Holy Orders, is a complecretely committed to each of them. In
Timothy to rekindle the gift of God that he
tion of baptism. It is always a great
looking at his own humanity, his own hishad received through the laying on of his
temptation to live a priesthood without
tory, his own personality, each of us should
hands: a spirit not of fear, but of strength,
baptism – and there are some priests
ask, not if responding to a vocation is
love and self-discipline (cf. 2 Tim 1:6-7). I
“without baptism” – in other words, foragreeable or not, but whether, in conam convinced that these four pillars, these
getting that our primary vocation is to hoscience, that vocation brings to light within
four “forms of closeness” that I will speak
liness. To be holy means to conform
us the potential for Love that we received
of now can help us in a practical, concrete
ourselves to Jesus, letting our hearts thrill
on the day of our baptism.
and hope-filled way to rekindle the gift
with his same sentiments (cf. Phil 2:15).
and the fruitfulness that were once promOnly when we strive to love others as Jesus
In these changing times, many questions
Continued on next page
does, do we make God visible and fulfil
have to be faced and many temptations
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ised to us, to keep that gift alive.

celebration of the Eucharist, the silence of
adoration, entrustment to Mary, the wise
First of all, closeness to God. Four forms
accompaniment of a guide and the sacraof closeness, the first of which is closeness
ment of Reconciliation… Without these
to God.
concrete “forms of closeness”, a priest is
merely a weary hireling who has none of
Closeness to God
the benefits of the Lord’s friends. In my
former diocese, I liked to ask priests: “Tell
First closeness to God, that is, to the Lord
me,” – they told me about all their work –
of closeness. “I am the vine, you are the
“Tell me, how do you go to bed?” They did
branches.” These words occur when John’s
not understand. “Yes, yes, at night, how do
Gospel speaks about “remaining”. “Those
you go to bed?” “I come home tired, I have
who abide in me, and I in them, bear much
a bite to eat and I go to bed, but before bed,
fruit, because apart from me you
a little television.” “Ah, good! But
can do nothing. Whoever does
you don’t stop before the Lord, at
Perseverance in prayer is more than simply least to tell him good night?”
not abide in me is thrown away
like a branch and withers; such remaining faithful to its practice: it means not This is the problem. A lack of
branches are gathered, thrown
closeness. Being tired from work
running away in those times when prayer
into the fire and burned. If you
is normal, going to rest and
draws us into the desert.
abide in me, and my words abide
watching television are legitiin you, ask for whatever you wish,
mate, but without the Lord,
and it will be done for you” (Jn 15:5-7).
who works here in the Curia – he is young
without this closeness? Praying the rosary,
and has a difficult job, keeping track of
praying the breviary, but without intimacy
A priest is called above all to cultivate this
things, said to me that he returned home
with the Lord. Feeling no need to say to the
closeness, this intimacy with God, and
tired, but he took a little rest in front of Our
Lord, “Goodbye, until tomorrow, many
from this relationship, he will be able to
Lady with his rosary in hand before going
thanks!” These are little acts that reveal the
draw all the strength needed for his minto bed. This Curial official, this Vatican
attitude of a priestly soul.
istry. Our relationship with God is, so to
employee, needed that closeness. To be
speak, what “grafts” us to him and makes
sure, sometimes people in the Curia are
All too often, for example, in the life of
us fruitful. Without a meaningful relationmuch criticized, but I can also say and bear
priests, prayer is practiced only as a duty;
ship with the Lord, our ministry will prove
witness that there truly are saints in the
we forget that friendship and love do not
fruitless. Closeness to Jesus and daily conCuria.
come from following rules, but are a funtact with his word, enables us to measure
damental choice of the heart. The priest
our life against his, learning not to be scanMany crises in the priesthood originate
who prays remains, ultimately, a Christian
dalized by whatever befalls us and protectprecisely in a poor life of prayer, a lack of
who has come to appreciate fully the gift
ing ourselves from “stumbling blocks”.
intimacy with the Lord, the reduction of
received at baptism. A priest who prays is
Like the Master, you will experience joy,
the spiritual life to mere religious practice.
a son who constantly remembers that he
wedding feasts, miracles and healings,
I want to point this out even in formation:
is such, and that he has a Father who loves
multiplications of loaves and repose, mothe spiritual life is one thing, religious
him deeply. A priest who prays is a son
ments of praise. But you will also experipractice is another. “How is your spiritual
who keeps close to the Lord.
ence ingratitude, rejection, doubt and
life going?” “Good, good. I make my medsolitude, to the point of crying out: “My
itation in the morning, I pray the rosary, I
None of this is easy, however, unless we are
God, my God, why have you forsaken
pray the breviary and all the rest. I’m doing
accustomed to find moments of silence
me?” (Mt 27:46).
everything.” “No, this is religious practice.
throughout our day and to set aside the acBut how is your spiritual life going?” I can
tivism of Martha in order to learn the quiet
Closeness to Jesus makes us unafraid of
think of important moments of my own
contemplation of Mary. We find it hard to
those times – not because we rely on our
life, where closeness to the Lord proved
give up that activism – and very often acown strength but because we look to him,
decisive in sustaining me, sustaining me in
tivism can be an escape – because once we
cling to him and cry out: “Lord, keep me
dark moments. The intimacy born of
stop running around, what we immedifrom falling into temptation! Make me reprayer, the spiritual life, concrete closeness
ately feel is not peace but a kind of emptialize that I am experiencing a critical moto God through listening to his word, the
ness; and in order to keep from feeling
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ment in my life and that you are with me,
totest my faith and my love” (C.M. MARTINI, Perseverance in Trials. Reflections on
Job, Collegeville, 1996). This closeness to
God can sometimes take the form of a
struggle: a struggle with the Lord, especially in those moments when his absence
is most felt in our own lives and in the lives
of the persons entrusted to us. A struggle
that lasts through the night, and in the
midst of which we ask his blessing (cf. Gen
32:25-7), which will be a source of life for
many. At times this is a struggle. A priest

that, we are unwilling to slow down. Work
being able to proclaim the dawning of
Closeness to the Bishop
is a distraction, in order not to enter into
God’s grace revealed in that very pain. Emdesolation. Yet desolation is a little point of
bracing, accepting and showing his own
This second form of closeness has long
encounter with God. Once we accept the
impoverishment in closeness to the Lord
been interpreted in a one-sided way. As a
desolation that is born of silence, fast from
is the best means to learn gradually how to
Church, all too often, even today, our view
our activities and words, and find the
embrace the neediness and pain that he
of obedience is far from the sense of the
courage to take a sincere look at ourselves,
encounters daily in his ministry, and thus
Gospel. Obedience is not a disciplinary ateverything takes on a light and peace no
to be conformed ever more closely to the
tribute but the deepest sign of the bonds
longer based on our own strengths and
heart of Christ. That, in turn, will prepare
uniting us in communion. To obey, in this
abilities. We need to learn to let the Lord
the priest for another kind of closeness:
case obeying the Bishop, means to learn
bring his work to fulfilment in each of us
closeness to the people of God. In closehow to listen, to remember that no one
and to “prune” all that is unfruitful, barren
ness to God, the priest grows in closeness
“owns” God’s will, which must be underor unworthy of our calling. Perseverance
to his people; and conversely, in closeness
stood only through discernment. Obediin prayer is more than simply reence is thus attentive listening to
maining faithful to its practice: it
the will of God, which is dismeans not running away in
Spiritual guides who accompany priests have cerned precisely in a bond, a rethose times when prayer draws
lationship with others. Such an
to understand and help them and pose this attitude of attentive listening
us into the desert. The way of the
desert is the way that leads to in- question: are you able to let yourself be drawn makes us come to realize that
timacy with God, provided we
into the desert? Or do you go right away to the none of us is the beginning and
do not run away or find ways to
the end of life, but that each of us
oasis of television or something else?
avoid this encounter. In the
must necessarily interact with
desert “I will speak tenderly to
others. The “internal logic” of
her”, says the Lord to his people
closeness – in this case with the
through the words of the prophet Hosea
to his people, he experiences closeness to
Bishop, but with others too – enables us to
(Hos 2:14). This is something that a priest
his Lord. And this closeness to God – this
conquer all temptations to closed-mindmust ask himself: if he is able to let himself
gets my attention – is the first task of Bishedness, self-justification and living our
be led into the desert. Spiritual guides who
ops, for when the Apostles “invented” dealives as “bachelors”. When priests close
accompany priests have to understand and
cons, Peter explained their role and said:
themselves off, they end up as “bachelors”,
help them and pose this question: are you
“But we” – the Bishops – “will devote ourwith all the quirks of “bachelors” and this
able to let yourself be drawn into the
selves to prayer and to the ministry of the
is not good. Instead, this closeness invites
desert? Or do you go right away to the
word” (cf. Acts 6:4). In other words, the
us to listen to others, in order to find the
oasis of television or something else?
first task of a Bishop is to pray; and a priest
way that leads to truth and life.
must take this up as well: to pray.
Closeness with God enables the priest to
The Bishop is not a school superintendent
touch the hurt in our hearts, which, if emIn the words of Saint John the Baptist, “He
or supervisor; he is a father and must show
braced, disarms us even to the point of
must increase, but I must decrease” (Jn
this closeness. The Bishop must try to bemaking possible an encounter. The prayer
3:30). Intimacy with God makes all this
have this way because otherwise he pushes
that, like fire, stirs up our priestly life is the
possible, for in prayer we realize that we
his priests away, or he comes near only to
plea of a contrite and humble heart, which,
are great in his eyes, and so, for priests
the ambitious ones. The Bishop, whoever
as the Scripture tells us, the Lord does not
close to the Lord, it is easy to become small
he may be, remains for each priest and for
disdain (cf. Ps 51:17). “They call and the
in the eyes of the world. There, in that
every particular Church a bond that helps
Lord hears and rescues them from their
closeness, we no longer fear to be configdiscern the will of God. Yet we should not
distress. The Lord is close to the brokenured to the crucified Jesus, as is demanded
forget that the Bishop himself can be a
hearted; those whose spirit is crushed he
of us in the Rite of Priestly Ordination.
means for this discernment only if he is
will save” (Ps 34:17-18).
This is very beautiful yet we often forget it.
himself attentive to the lives of his priests
and of the holy people of God entrusted to
A priest needs to have a heart sufficiently
Let us turn now to the second form of
his care. As I wrote in Evangelii Gaudium,
“enlarged” to expand and embrace the
closeness, which will be briefer than the
“we need to practice the art of listening,
pain of the people entrusted to his care
first.
Continued on next page
while, at the same time, like a sentinel,
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which is more than simply hearing. Listening, in communication, is an openness of
heart that makes possible that closeness
without which genuine spiritual encounter
cannot occur. Listening helps us to find the
right gesture and word which shows that
we are more than simply bystanders. Only
through such respectful and compassionate listening can we enter on the paths of
true growth and awaken a yearning for the
Christian ideal: the desire to respond fully
to God’s love and to bring to fruition what
he has sown in our lives” (No. 171).

another: “For where two or three are gathered in my name, I am there among them”
(Mt 18:20). Fraternity, like obedience, cannot be a moral imposition from without.
Fraternity means choosing deliberately to
pursue holiness together with others, and
not by oneself. As an African proverb,
which you know well, says: “If you want to
go fast, go alone; if you want to go far, go
with others”. Sometimes it seems that the
Church is slow, and that is true. Yet I like
to think of it as the slowness of those who
have chosen to walk in fraternity. Also accompanying those who are least, but always in fraternity.

merely a sin to be confessed. Sin is the end
result, it comes from an attitude of envy.
Envy is very present in priestly communities. God’s word tells us that it is a destructive attitude: through the envy of the devil,
sin entered the world (cf. Wis 2:24). Envy
is the door for destruction. We have to
speak clearly about this: envy exists in our
presbyterates. It is not that everyone is envious, no, but the temptation to envy is
there at hand. We need to be attentive, for
from envy comes gossip.

In order to feel part of the community or
Not by chance does evil, in order to de“group”, there is no need to put on masks
stroy the fruitfulness of the Church’s work,
to make ourselves more attractive to othseek to undermine the bonds that establish
The signs of fraternity are those of love.
ers. We have no need, in other words, to
and preserve us in unity. To defend the
Saint Paul, in the First Letter to the
be boastful, much less to be inflated or,
bonds of a priest with his particular
Corinthians (Chapter 13), has left us a
worse yet, to be arrogant or rude, lacking
Church, with the Institute to
respect for our neighbor. There
which he belongs, and with his
are also clerical forms of bullyBishop, makes priestly life trustSometimes it seems that the Church is slow, ing. If there is one thing a priest
worthy and sure. To defend the
boast about, it is the Lord’s
and that is true. Yet I like to think of it as the can
bonds. Obedience is the fundamercy. For conscious of his own
mental decision to accept what is slowness of those who have chosen to walk in sinfulness, weakness and limitaasked of us, and to do so as a fraternity. Also accompanying those who are tions, he knows from experience
concrete sign of that universal
that where sin abounds, love
least, but always in fraternity.
sacrament of salvation which is
abounds all the more (cf. Rom
the Church. Obedience can also
5:20). This is the first and most
be discussion, attentive listening,
reassuring message that he
and in some cases tension, but not a rupclear “roadmap” of love and, in a certain
brings. A priest who keeps this in mind is
ture. This necessarily demands that priests
sense, has pointed out the goal of fraternot, and cannot be, envious.
pray for their bishops and feel free to exnity. Before all else, to learn patience, the
press their opinions with respect, courage
ability to feel responsible for others, to bear
Fraternal love does not insist on its own
and sincerity. It likewise demands that
their burdens, to suffer in some way with
way, or yield to anger or resentment, as if
bishops demonstrate humility, an ability to
them. The opposite of patience is indiffermy brother or neighbour had somehow
listen, to be self-critical, and to let themence, the distance we create with others, so
cheated me of something. When I enselves be helped. If we can preserve this
as not to get involved in their lives. Many
counter the meanness of others, I choose
bond, we will advance securely on our way.
priests experience the drama of solitude,
not to harbour a grudge, to make that my
I think this is enough about closeness to
of loneliness. We can feel undeserving of
sole basis of judgment, even perhaps to the
the Bishop.
patience or consideration. Indeed, it can
point of rejoicing over evil in the case of
appear that from others we can expect only
those who have caused me suffering. True
Closeness to other priests
judgment, not goodness or kindness. Othlove rejoices in the truth and considers it a
ers seem unable to rejoice in the good
grave sin to offend truth and the dignity of
The third form of closeness. Closeness to
things happening in our lives, or we ourour brothers and sisters through slander,
God, closeness to the Bishop and closeness
selves seem unable to rejoice when we see
detraction and gossip. These originate in
to other priests. It is precisely on the basis
good things happening in the lives of othenvy, to the point even of slander in order
of communion with the Bishop that a third
ers. This inability to rejoice in the good of
to get a position. And this is very sad.
form of closeness emerges, the closeness
others – and I want to emphasize this – is
When we ask for information in order to
of fraternity. Jesus is present wherever
envy which is very present in our circles; it
appoint someone a Bishop, many times we
there are brothers and sisters who love one
is an obstacle to the pedagogy of love, not
receive information poisoned by envy. This
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is a sickness of our presbyterates. Many of
you are formators in seminaries; you
should bear this in mind.

I would also add that when priestly fraternity, closeness among priests, thrives and
bonds of true friendship exist, it likewise
becomes possible to experience with
greater serenity the life of celibacy.
Celibacy is a gift that the Latin Church
preserves, yet it is a gift that, to be lived as
a means of sanctification, calls for healthy
relationships, relationships of true esteem
and true goodness that are deeply rooted
in Christ. Without friends and without
prayer, celibacy can become an unbearable

blind, we begin to realize that Jesus’ gaze,
burning with love, expands to embrace all
his faithful people. We realize once more
that he wants to make use of us to draw
closer to his beloved people. Jesus wants to
make use of priests to draw closer to the
holy faithful People of God. He takes us
from the midst of his people and he sends
us to his people; without the sense of belonging we cannot understand our deepest
identity” (No. 268). Priestly identity cannot be understood without this belonging
to the holy faithful People of God.

We should never, on the other hand, allow
fraternal love to be considered utopian,
much less a trite phrase useful for awakening warm feelings or stilling disagreements. No! All of us know how difficult it
can be to live in community, or in a presbyterate – a saint once said that community life was his penance – yet how difficult
it is to live alongside those we have chosen
to call our brothers and sisters.
Fraternal love, provided we do
I am convinced that, for a renot make it saccharine, redefine
newed understanding of the
Celibacy is a gift that the Latin Church
it or diminish it, is the “great
identity of the priesthood, it is
preserves, yet it is a gift that, to be lived as a important nowadays to be
prophecy” that we are called to
embody in today’s throwaway means of sanctification, calls for healthy rela- closely involved in people’s real
society. I like to think of fraternal
tionships, relationships of true esteem and lives, to live alongside them,
love as a “gymnasium of the
without escape routes. “Sometrue goodness that are deeply rooted in Christ. times we are tempted to be that
spirit”, where we daily take stock
of our progress and check the
kind of Christian who keeps the
temperature of our spiritual life.
Lord’s wounds at arm’s length.
Today the prophecy of fraternity has not
burden and a counter-witness to the very
Yet Jesus wants us to touch human misery,
faded, but it does need heralds, men and
beauty of the priesthood.
to touch the suffering flesh of others. He
women who, while conscious of their own
hopes that we will stop looking for those
limitations and challenges, let themselves
We come now to the fourth and last form
personal or communal niches which shelbe touched, challenged and moved by the
of closeness, closeness to the holy People
ter us from the maelstrom of human miswords of the Lord: “By this everyone will
of God. We would do well to read Lumen
fortune and instead enter into the reality
know that you are my disciples, if you have
Gentium, number 8 and number 12.
of other people’s lives and know the power
love for one another” (Jn 13:35).
of tenderness. Whenever we do so, our
Closeness to people
lives become wonderfully complicated and
Fraternal love, for priests, cannot be rewe experience intensely what it is to be a
stricted to a small group, but finds expresI have often emphasized how our relationpeople, to be part of a people” (ibid., 270).
sion in pastoral charity (cf. Pastores Dabo
ship with the holy People of God is for
“A people” is not a logical category, no; it
Vobis, 23), which inspires us to live that
each of us not a duty but a grace: “Loving
is a mythic category. To understand this we
love concretely as mission. We can say that
others is a spiritual force drawing us to
must approach it as we approach a mythic
we love only if we learn to express love in
union with God” (Evangelii Gaudium,
category.
the way that Saint Paul describes. Only the
272). For this reason, the proper place of
one who seeks to love remains secure.
every priest is in the midst of people, in
Closeness to the People of God, a closeness
Those who live with the syndrome of Cain,
close relationship to others. In Evangelii
that, enriched by those three other forms
convinced that they are incapable of loving
Gaudium, I stressed that “to be evangelizof closeness, invites and indeed demands
others because they themselves feel
ers of souls, we need to develop a spiritual
that we imitate the Lord’s own “style”. That
unloved and unappreciated, end up living
taste for being close to people’s lives and to
style is one of closeness, compassion and
always as restless wanderers, never feeling
discover that this is itself a source of greater
tenderness, in which we act not as judges,
quite at home, and precisely for this reason
joy. Mission is at once a passion for Jesus
but as Good Samaritans who acknowledge
all the more exposed to evil: hurting themand a passion for his people. When we
the wounds of our people, their silent sufselves and hurting others. This is why love
stand before Jesus crucified, we see the
ferings, the self-denial and sacrifices made
among priests has the role of safeguarding,
depth of his love which exalts and sustains
Continued on next page
of safeguarding each other mutually.
us, but at the same time, unless we are
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by so many fathers and mothers to support
their families. Who acknowledge, too, the
effects of violence, corruption and indifference that, in their wake, seek to stifle all
hope. A style of closeness that allows us to
pour balm upon wounds and to proclaim
a year of favour from the Lord (cf. Is 61:2).
It is imperative to remember that the People of God are hoping to find shepherds in
the style of Jesus. Not “clerical functionaries” or “professionals of the sacred” – let’s
recall that period in France, the time of the
Curé of Ars: he was a curate, but there was
also “monsieur l’abbé”, a clerical functionary. Today, too, people are asking us to
be shepherds of the people and not “professionals of the sacred”, shepherds filled
with compassion and concern. Men of
courage, ready to draw near to those in
pain and lend a helping hand. Contemplative men, whose closeness to people enables them to proclaim before the wounds
of our world the power of the Resurrection
even now at work.
One of the distinctive marks of this, our
society of “networks”, is people’s growing
sense of being “orphaned”, a current phenomenon. Though connected to everybody and everything, we lack the feeling
of belonging, which is something more
than mere connectivity. The closeness of a
pastor makes it possible to gather a community and foster the growth of that sense
of belonging. For we belong to God’s holy
and faithful people, which is called to be a
sign of the breaking of the kingdom of
heaven into the here and now of history. If
their shepherd strays or withdraws, the
sheep will scatter and be at the mercy of
any and every wolf.
This sense of belonging will in turn prove
an antidote to the distortion of vocation
that happens whenever we forget that the
priestly life is owed to others – to the Lord
and to the persons he has entrusted to us.
Forgetting this is at the root of clericalism
– what Cardinal Ouellet spoke of – and its
consequences. Clericalism is a distortion,
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as is one of its signs, rigidity. Clericalism is
a distortion because it is based not on
closeness but on distance. This is strange:
not closeness, but the opposite. When I
think of clericalism, I also think of the clericalization of the laity: the creation of a
small élite around the priest who end up
betraying their own essential mission (cf.
Gaudium et Spes, 44), the mission of the
laity. Many lay persons are clericalized: “I
belong to that association, we are there in
the parish…”. The lay clericalized “elect” is
a great temptation. Let us remember that
“my mission of being in the heart of the
people is not just a part of my life or a
badge I can take off; it is not an ‘extra’ or
just another moment in life. Instead, it is
something I cannot uproot from my
priestly being without destroying my very
self. I am a mission on this earth; that is the
reason why I am here in this world. We
have to regard ourselves as sealed, even
branded, by this mission of bringing light,
blessing, enlivening, raising up, healing
and freeing” (Evangelii Gaudium, 273).
I would like to relate this closeness to the
people of God with closeness to God, since
the prayer of a shepherd is nurtured and
becomes incarnate in the heart of God’s
people. When he prays, a pastor bears the
marks of the sorrows and joys of his people, which he presents in silence to the
Lord, to be anointed by the gift of the Holy
Spirit. Such is the hope of every shepherd
who trustingly and tirelessly works so that
the Lord may bless his people.
Saint Ignatius teaches that “it is not knowing much but realizing and relishing things
interiorly that contents and satisfies the
soul” (Spiritual Exercises, Annotations, 2,
4). Bishops and priests would do well to
ask, “How am I practicing these forms of
closeness? How am I living these four aspects that intersect and shape my priestly
heart, enabling me to deal with the tensions and imbalances that we experience
daily?” Those four forms of closeness are
good training for “playing on an open

field”, where the priest is called to be present without fear or rigidity, without reducing or impoverishing his mission.
A priestly heart knows about closeness, because his primary form of closeness is with
the Lord.
May Christ visit his priests in their prayer,
in their Bishop, in their brother priests and
in their people. May he upset our routine,
disrupt our lives and disquiet us – as at the
time of our first love– and lead us to employ all our talents and abilities to ensure
that our people may have life and life in
abundance (cf. Jn 10:10). The forms of
closeness that the Lord demands – closeness with God, closeness with the Bishop,
closeness among us priests and closeness
with the holy faithful People of God – are
not an added burden: they are a gift that
he gives to keep our vocation alive and
fruitful. If we are tempted to get caught up
in interminable speeches, discussions
about the theology of the priesthood or
theories about what the priesthood should
be, the Lord for his part simply looks upon
us with tenderness and compassion. He
shows priests the signposts that point the
way to appreciating and rekindling their
missionary zeal: closeness that is compassionate and tender, closeness to God, to
the Bishop, to brother priests and to the
people entrusted to their care. A closeness
in the “style” of God himself, who is ever
close to us, with compassion and tender
love.
Thank you for your closeness and patience, thank you, thank you very much! I
wish all of you well in your work. I am
going to the library because I have many
appointments this morning. Please pray
for me and I will pray for you. I wish you
all good work! %
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What is SERRA MEETS?
•a monthly series of virtual lectures
from leading clergy and experts on
the topic of Catholic vocations
•designed to inspire and connect you
to our mission as much of our min‑
istry moves online
•each lecture lasts one hour and
takes place via Zoom the second Sat‑
urday of each month at 11:00 am
(Central)
For more information, see
www.serraus.org.

Coming up on SERRA MEETS
April 9, 2022 at 11 am Central Time
Most Rev. Salvatore Cordileone, Archbishop of San
Francisco, will speak to Serrans on the topic: Protecting
the Legacy of St. Junípero Serra in Modern Times.

Join Serrans around the world for the

Global Rosary for Vocations
on the last Saturday of every month
at 8:00 a.m. Central Time (6:00GST).
Upcoming Rosary dates:
April 30, 2022
May 28, 2022
To join from your computer, tablet
or smartphone, go to:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/314315981
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The Pohlman Family. Front Row: Amanda Pohlman, Katie Wright, Julia Pohlman, Quinten Pohlman, Michele Pohlman, Clara Pohlman. Back Row: Andrew Wright, Zachary Pohlman, Brent Pohlman. Inset: Matthew Pohlman. Photo by Anna Korensky Photography

Serra: A Family Affair
by Sally C. O’Neill, PhD, President Serra Club of Omaha
Michele Pohlman, Vice President Vocation Affirmations

T

he Serra Club of Omaha has the good fortune of having a family that represents three generations. For this
Omaha family, participation in the Serra Club has
been a family calling.
For 16 years, Kathy D’Ercole has been an active Serran. A few
of the activities Kathy has participated in are the Adopt-a-Seminarian Program, mailing Christmas cards to retired priests,
serving sundaes to priests at the Sunday Sundae Priest Appreciation Day, and assisting with various Serra Club events, including the Serra International Convention when it was held in
Omaha in 2009.

Lou, Brent, and Amanda were inducted into the Serra Club of
Omaha during the 70th Anniversary Celebration of the Serra
Club of Omaha, held at Christ the King Church last November.
These five Serrans who span three generations know in a special
and personal way the importance of praying for religions vocations and for those in the seminary or consecrated life formaContinued on next page

One of Kathy’s more memorable experiences as a Serran was
sponsoring her daughter, Michele Pohlman, who became a Serran in 2009. Currently the Vice President for Vocation Affirmations, Michele has been active with the Altar Server Awards
Program and the Priests Annual Jubilee Dinner.
But the family connections to the Serra Club don’t stop there.
Kathy’s husband Lou often joined her for Serra activities. In
2021, Lou formally joined the Serra Club of Omaha as well.
The Pohlmans, Kathy and Lou’s daughter and son-in-law, had a
similar experience. In October 2021, Michele’s husband Brent
joined her at the Serra International Convention in Chicago.
Brent was spiritually moved by the speakers and events at the
convention, and he also decided to join the Omaha Serra Club.
Amanda Pohlman, Michele and Brent’s daughter and granddaughter of Kathy and Lou D’Ercole, a young adult strong in her
Catholic faith, and who works at the JPII Newman Center in
Omaha, was encouraged by her grandma, Kathy, to become part
of Serra. Amanda—like her dad and grandfather—also became
a Serran in 2021.
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THREE GENERATIONS OF SERRANS at the Serra Club of
Omaha 70th Anniversary Celebration and Serra Induction
Mass. From left: Brent Pohlman, Michele Pohlman, Amanda
Pohlman, Kathy D’Ercole, Lou D’Ercole

The Serra Hispanic
Ambassador Pilot Project
It’s time for our organization to tap into the
nation’s largest Catholic community
by Jesse Gallegos,
Serra’s US Council Communications Vice President
Jesse Gallegos

L

a paz de Dios esté con nosotros!
In many of our Serra Club communities, there are a high number of Hispanic Catholics. However,
many of our Serra Clubs are predominantly white Catholics who speak English
and have very few Hispanic Catholics as
club members. We need to tap into this
important resource for Serra and praying
for vocations.
A Hispanic Outreach committee recently
developed details of the Serra Hispanic
Ambassador (SHA) Pilot Project and
submitted a grant to the Serra International Foundation (SIF) for funding. The
SIF granted the pilot project $5,000. The
intent of the grant is to assist clubs with
membership dues for up to two Hispanic
Ambassadors. The funds would be used
to reduce Serra International and US
Council dues by $20 per person each full
six months of membership for a maxi-

mum of two years, beginning July 1,
2022, and ending June 30, 2024. No more
than two members per club would be eligible for the due’s reduction at any one
time, and members would have to be new
to Serra starting Jan. 1, 2022.
The newly established Serra Hispanic
Ambassador Committee will study ways
to promote Serra to Catholic Hispanic
and other Catholic cultural communities
in their club’s city, area or region. The
SHA will cultivate relationships between
their Serra club’s mission and the Hispanic community to pray for vocations.
The Ambassador will provide appropriate
training, materials, and guidance on how
to pray for more Hispanic vocations.
The goals of the project are: (1) to have as
many US Serra Clubs as possible recruit
one or preferably two well-connected individuals from within the local Hispanic

Continued from previous page
tion. Matthew Pohlman, son of Brent and Michele, grandson of
Lou and Kathy, and brother of Amanda, is a seminarian of the
Archdiocese of Omaha. Matthew is currently in Theology II at
the Pontifical North American College in Rome, Italy. (See
Matthew on this cover of the Serran magazine.)
In January 2022, Michele started a new program for the Serra
Club of Omaha called “Praying for Seminarians and Consecrated
Life Candidates at Club Meetings.” Now, meetings begin by
learning about one or two seminarians or consecrated life candidates. The Serrans then pray a decade of the rosary for those

Catholic community to join as members;
(2) to increase awareness of the need for
more Hispanic vocations in the local Hispanic Catholic community; and (3) to increase awareness of Serra’s mission in the
local Hispanic community. Ultimately,
the goal is to increase prayers being
prayed for Hispanic vocations from
within the Hispanic Catholic community.
Upon completion of the project, success
will be measured from the number of
new Serra Hispanic Ambassadors that
joined Serra Clubs, the number of Clubs
that had new Serra Ambassadors join,
and the reports from participating clubs
regarding increased prayer activity in the
Hispanic community.
For additional questions or information
please contact me at 956-454-6035 or
Jesse496@aol.com.
Dios los bendiga. %

individuals. Following the meeting, the Club sends a note to
those who were prayed for, along with a copy of the book Fantastic Vocation by Fr. Joe Miksch of the Archdiocese of Omaha.
The parents of those lifted up in prayer are invited to attend the
meeting and to learn more about Serra.
Brent and Michele Pohlman’s family includes son Zachary and
his wife Julia, grandson Quinten and soon to be grandbaby #2,
daughter Katie and husband Andrew, son Matthew, daughter
Amanda, and daughter Clara. he Pohlmans say they feel a deep
sense of gratitude and hope having a son in the seminary, a sentiment shared by all of their children as well as Lou and Kathy,
Matthew’s grandparents. %
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THE SERRA E-STORE

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SERRASTORE.ORG • OR CALL (877) 585-1551

“Learn to Discern” Workbook
for High School Students
Students in Catholic high schools should be diving deep
into every vocation! Learn to Discern is a workbook with
40 pages of excellent material on marriage, priesthood,
and religious life. It has dramatic stories, deep content,
and theologically rich principles of discernment. Includes
six pages per vocation, plus class discussion and creative
assignments. This high-level material is both challenging
and accessible for teens. Order a sample to give to your
HS religion teachers.
$10 per booklet. Discounts for bulk orders:
25+ for $9 ea • 50+ for $8 ea.
100+ for $7 ea. • 500+ for $5.75 ea.

The Serra Decade Rosary
Beautiful decade rosary by Italian craftsmen Ghirelli,
hand-made for Serra. Features polished bohemian glass
beads and custom bronze medallions of Saint Serra, the
Caravaca Crucifix, the San Diego mission bell tower,
the Serra logo, and a Miraculous Medal. A true Serra
keepsake only $23

A Tool for Parish Priests
Help your parish priest do something concrete to get
young men thinking about priesthood! You’ll need
two copies of Cardinal Dolan’s newly re-released
Priests for the Third Millennium—one for the priest
and one for a young man in your parish. The priest
leads five 15-minute conversations about specific
chapters, which are outlined in Five Conversations
about the Priesthood. The result for many young men
is a heart open to the possibility of the priesthood.

+

Mentoring by parish
priests is the best way
for young men to discern the priesthood.
Five Conversations
offers a simple way
for priests to share
about their priestly
ministry in an authentic way, helping
guys understand
what it’s really like to
be a priest.

Keeping Tabs on Faith and Works
by Michael Bragg, Serra International President

G

reetings of our Lord Jesus
Christ to all of you. Please
know that as President of
Serra International, I continue to keep
you all in my daily prayers.

everything that Serra accomplishes
through its clubs and members. In an effort to overcome that problem, Serra International is launching a new initiative
to quantify some of what we do. Your
club president has probably already received an Annual Survey via email from
the Chicago office. This survey is intended to collect information from all
Serra clubs regarding the good work
Serra members are doing with their time,
talent and treasure. The survey is to collect the many hours spent by Serrans in
prayer, money raised for vocations and

many programs
and events that
Serrans have sponsored or participated in. Thank
you in advance for
your participation in this daunting task.

Individual members of Serra clubs are the
back bone of our Serra organization.
Notwithstanding the obvious challenges,
Lent 2022
these are exciting times for Serra as we
Finally, it is my hope that you all have a
continue to climb out of the shutdowns
blessed faith-filled Lent in 2022. It was
and struggles of the last two years. While
just two years ago that the unthinkable
many of us have been limited on travel
occurred - that we heard churches were
and in-person meetings, I am aware
going to be closing - that we could not atthrough numerous reports that
tend Mass - that we could not
our clubs and councils are coneven attend Easter services.
tinuing to do the good work of
Thank our Lord Jesus Christ
Serra - either in person on a What good works has your club accomplished
for the fact that much of that is
local level or through elecin
2021
in
terms
of
time,
talent
and
treasure?
behind us and that most of us
tronic technology such as
will be able to attend Ash
We want to know!
Zoom. I applaud you all for
Wednesday, Sunday and Easter
these efforts and thank you.
services in person this year.
I recently came back from our
Lent is a time of prayer, fasting and almsprograms attended by Serrans and Serra
US Council’s Serra Rally meeting in Irvgiving. If you are looking to step up your
clubs around the world.
ing, Texas. It was very uplifting, producalmsgiving this Lent, may I suggest the
tive, and great to see some Serrans that I
It is my hope that we can aggregate all of
Serra International Foundation. If you are
had not seen in probably two years. I bethese numbers and present them to our
looking for a way to increase your prayer
lieve that everyone in attendance felt the
Bishops and other Church leaders to
life, I would remind you of my request
need to move forward without fear to do
show the impact which Serrans are havthat we all attempt to pray a rosary every
the work of Serra.
ing for vocations and Holy Mother
single day. If you are looking for a Lenten
Church. It will take a few years to get this
Some of you who follow Serra on Facepractice to increase your prayer life, I
off the ground, but I encourage all Serra
book or Instagram may have also seen
would suggest that you ask God for one
clubs to use their best efforts to complete
that Serra International (with the help of
small thing that he would like you to do
the
Annual
Survey.
Obviously
this
will
the Serra International Foundation) was
each day to help grow in your spiritual
not be an easy task, but I ask you to try
a prominent sponsor of a symposium in
life, and then in your evening prayer or
your best. We are aware that this is not an
Rome on the theology of priesthood and
the next morning, look back at the previexact science and it will be necessary to
several Serra leaders from the United
ous day to see if you accomplished that
make
some
estimations/approximations.
States, Canada, Switzerland, and Italy atone small little goal.
That is fine.
tended the symposium in person.
Thank you again for all you do for Serra
I think we will all be surprised how much
Club Annual Survey
and may God richly bless you and your
money we have raised for vocations, how
families this Lenten Season. %
Unfortunately, not everyone is aware of
much time we spend in prayer, and how
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Serra Charter Anniversaries 2022
85

40

Spokane, WA, USA — 22-May-37

Bangkok, Thailand— 17-Mar-82

Portland, OR, USA — 19-Jun-37

Siena, Italy — 23-Apr-82
Riverside, CA, USA — 24-May-82

80
Houston, TX, USA — 28-Apr-42

The Cotswolds, England — 27-May-82
Bendigo, Australia — 27-Jun-82
Sapucaia Do Sul, Brazil — 27-Jun-82
Três Coroas, Brazil — 27-Jun-82

75
Kansas City, MO, USA — 5-Apr-47

Tubarão-Oficinas, Brazil — 27-Jun-82
Lorain County, OH, USA — 27-Sep-82
San Buenaventura, CA, USA — 30-Sep-82
St. Joseph's University, PA, USA — 28-Oct-82

70

Rubicone, Italy — 15-Nov-82

Greensburg, PA, USA — 30-Mar-52
New Orleans, LA, USA — 12-May-52

30

Winona, MN, USA — 2-Sep-52

María Auxiliadora de San Salvador, El Salvador — 22-Feb-92

Toledo, OH, USA — 22-Nov-52

Guasave, Culiacán, Mexico, 19-Mar-92

Toronto, BC, Canada — 22-Nov-52

Mocorito, Culiacán, Mexico — 19-Mar-92
Guamuchil, Culiacán, Mexico — 19-Mar-92

60

Coatzacoalcos, Veracruz, Mexico — 5-Apr-92

Broward County, FL, USA — 5-Mar-62

Tlaxcala, Tlaxcala, Mexico — 25-Apr-92

Council Bluffs, IA, USA — 31-Aug-62

Montepulciano, Italy — 22-Jun-92

Tuxpan, Veracruz, Mexico — 5-Apr-92

Foggia, Italy — 22-Jun-92

50

Diamantino, Mato Grosso, Brazil — 24-Jun-92

Legazpi, Philippines — 9-Jan-72

Sete Lagoas, Minas Gerais, Brazil — 30-Jun-92

Cebu North, Philippines — 4-Mar-72

Dom Pedro, Maranhão, Brazil — 30-Jun-92

Matão, Brazil — 28-Mar-72

South Lancashire, England — 30-Jun-92

Coro, Venezuela — 21-Apr-72

Pomposa, Italy — 30-Jun-92

Jaú, Brazil — 13-Jun-72

Dunkeld, Scotland — 30-Jun-92

Florianopolis, Brazil — 19-Jul-72

Pueblo, CO, USA — 5-Oct-92

Vale do Iguaçu, Brazil — 8-Aug-72

Southeast Kansas City, MO, USA — 5-Oct-92

Barbacena, Brazil — 25-Aug-72

Wichita-Metro, KS, USA — 5-Oct-92

Brasília, Brazil — 17-Oct-72

Cathedral of the Nativity of Our Lady, Thailand — 20-Nov-92

Melbourne North, Australia — 15-Nov-72

Novara, Italy — 8-Dec-92

Cuiabá, Mato Grosso, Brazil — 24-Jun-92

Campo Grande, MS, Brazil — 12-Dec-92
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Farewell
A Note from Anne McCormack,
Communications Director and Editor of The Serran

25
Sorocaba - Eden, SP, Brazil — -Feb-97
Teixeira de Freitas, BA, Brazil — 3-Feb-97
Cachoeiro de Itapemirim (ES), Brazil — 3-Feb-97

Dear Serrans,
This magazine, Volume 69, Number 1 of The Serran, will be my last
issue as its editor. I hope this issue, and indeed all the issues since my
very first (Volume 53, Number 2 in December 1997) have somehow
helped you to deepen or otherwise put into action your commitment
to our unique vocations ministry.

Santa Helena de Goiás GO, Brazil — 3-Feb-97
Malaybalay, Philippines — 19-Apr-97
Forli, Italy — 17-May-97
Montréal East, Québec, Canada — 26-May-97
Landgraaf, Holland — 6-Jun-97
North Houston, TX, USA — 29-Sep-97
North Columbus, OH, USA — 27-Oct-97
Bistrica, Slovenia — 5-Dec-97
Ubonrachatani, Thailand — 25-Dec-97

20
Potim, São Paulo, Brazil — 3-Feb-02
Acireale, Italy — 3-Feb-02
Arzobispo Manuel Castro Ruiz, Yucatán, Mexico — 3-Feb-02
Tinaco, Cojedes, Venezuela — 3-Feb-02
East Valley, AZ, USA — 14-May-02
Phitsanulok, Thailand — 19-May-02
Brindisi-Ostuni, Italy — 13-Jun-02
Maechaem (Mae-Jamem) Chiang Mai, Thailand — 13-Jun-02
Makati City, Philippines — 26-Jul-02
Santa María de Guadalupe, Ixcatepec, Veracruz, Mexico — 1-Dec-02

10
St. Thomas More, WA, USA — 1-Feb-12

When I came aboard the Serra staff as its Communications Coordinator in 1997, our publications were created on a two-color press
with hand cropped photographs submitted to the printer, who took
a picture of these and placed them into the layout. Now I can easily
and cost-effectively create full-color publications right on my laptop
and send a PDF to our printer, and we save weeks of time on backand-forth hard proofs and sign-offs.
In 1997, websites weren’t quite a thing yet in Serra, and everything
we had to communicate was done by post or phone call. We printed
and mailed hundreds of officers manuals, ballots, postcards and
memos — all of which can now be sent digitally at the touch of a
button, saving time and trees.
Over the past five years or so I’ve become more deeply involved in
Serra’s presence on the Internet and social media, but I was trained
as a “print person” and have remained that way at heart. These days,
magazines like this one are almost considered a prestige item in organizations such as ours, where others have taken to exclusively digital delivery. I’m glad The Serran continues to be something you can
hold in your hand, and I hope it conveys to you and to others what
we are all about, and how global Serra truly is.
Meeting Pope Francis with my daughter and husband in 2017 at the
Serra International Convention in Rome might have been the zenith
of my Serra career, but my favorite part of working at Serra has always
been the Serrans. I am particularly grateful for the support and
friendships of the ones mentioned here, both living and at rest: Bill
Ramsey, Betty Shrier, Ernie Doclar, Homer and Katie Radford, Ed
Verbeke, David Perkins, Dolores de Aragon-Young, Don DeDecker,
Ruben and Jesse Gallegos, Malena and Fernando Dosal, the Manalo
Sisters, Anne Shepherd-Knapp, Roberto Sebben, Don Simoneaux,
Col. John Halloran, Cocot and Morie Ratuiste, Pat Manzo, Nancy
Gibson, and Cindy Bell. I’m sure I’ve forgotten some; forgive me.

Yaba, Lagos, Nigeria — 23-Mar-12
Satellite Town, Lagos, Nigeria — 15-Apr-12
Halton, Ontario, Canada — 13-Sep-12
West Valley, AZ, USA — 7-Dec-12

I leave Serra on a high note as Executive Director John Liston — a
wonderful boss and friend— has been joined by two fantastic new
employees, Barbara Luster and Giovana Rodriguez García, who have
mastered their duties readily and with such good humor. Along with
new energy brought by my successor, I know I can look forward to
hearing how our staff will help Serrans shine ever brighter in bringing
forth good and true vocations to ensure the future of our Church.
Siempre adelante! %
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